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ガルシア・ロルカと三島由紀夫
2013-01-30

詩的伝説はいかにして生まれたのか 生涯と作品の謎に迫る 両作家の作品の比較検討を通じ 類似点の追求 知られざる文学的側面の発見 東洋と西洋における文化的出
会いの地平の開拓 伝説としての解明を試みた 気鋭による論考

Federico Garcia Lorca
1984

the landmark poetry of federico garcía lorca in a bilingual edition and
introduced by pulitzer prize winner w s merwin

The Selected Poems of Federico García Lorca
2005

lorca icon and polymath in all his manifestations

A Companion to Federico García Lorca
2007

feted by his contemporaries federico garcía lorca s status has only grown
since his death in 1936 this book shows just why his fame has endured through
an exploration of his most popular works romancero gitano poeta en nueva york
and the trilogy of tragic plays blood wedding yerma and the house of bernarda
alba feted by his contemporaries federico garcía lorca s status has only
grown since his death in 1936 poet playwright political martyr gay icon
champion of women defender of the oppressed this book guides readers through
the key themes and concerns in lorca s work it demonstrates how lorca applied
his poetic sensibilities and lyrical craft to what were in essence tangible
real life issues the plight of andalusia s romani people the idea of
modernity and the condition of women in spain what becomes evident is that
even though he was writing at a time when many writers and artists were less
inclined to deal directly with the things of the world lorca maintained a
profound interest in the human subject and in the world around him it is this
interest the book argues in tandem with his poetic vision and craft that
ensured his most popular works enduring universal appeal in the human subject
and in the world around him it is this interest the book argues in tandem
with his poetic vision and craft that ensured his most popular works enduring
universal appeal in the human subject and in the world around him it is this
interest the book argues in tandem with his poetic vision and craft that
ensured his most popular works enduring universal appeal in the human subject
and in the world around him it is this interest the book argues in tandem
with his poetic vision and craft that ensured his most popular works enduring
universal appeal
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Federico García Lorca
2022

federico garcía lorca 1898 1936 is perhaps spain s most famous writer and
cultural icon by the age of thirty he had become the most successful member
of a brilliant generation of poets winning critical and popular acclaim by
fusing traditional and avant garde themes and techniques he would go on to
reinvent spanish theater too writing bold experimental and often shocking
plays that dared openly to explore both female and homosexual desire a
vibrant and mercurial personality by the time lorca visited argentina in late
1933 he had become the most celebrated writer and cultural figure in the
spanish speaking world but lorca s fame could not survive politics his
identification with the splendor of the second spanish republic 1931 36 was
one of the reasons behind lorca s murder in august 1936 at the hands of right
wing insurgents at the start of the spanish civil war in this biography
stephen roberts seeks out the roots of the man and his work in the places in
which lorca lived and died the granadan countryside where he spent his
childhood the granada and madrid of the 1910s 20s and 30s where he received
his education and achieved success as a writer his influential visits to
catalonia new york cuba and argentina and the mountains outside granada where
his body still lies in an undiscovered grave what emerges is a fascinating
portrait of a complex and brilliant man as well as new insight into the works
that helped to make his name

Deep Song
2020-07-13

immortalized in death by the clash pablo neruda salvador dalí dmitri
shostakovich and lindsay kemp federico garcía lorca s spectre haunts both
contemporary spain and the cultural landscape beyond this study offers a
fresh examination of one of the spanish language s most resonant voices
exploring how the very factors which led to his emergence as a cultural icon
also shaped his dramatic output the works themselves are also awarded the
space that they deserve combining performance histories with incisive textual
analysis to restate lorca s presence as a playwright of extraordinary vision
in works such as blood wedding the public the house of bernarda alba yerma
federico garcía lorca is an invaluable new resource for those seeking to
understand this complex and multifaceted figure artist playwright director
poet martyr and in the eyes of many spain s national dramatist

Federico García Lorca
2008-03-03

a generous selection and fresh translation of lorca s suites work that might
have taken its place beside songs 1927 and poem of the deep song 1931 as a
trilogy of lorca s early modernist lyric more personal than the other two
works lorca s suites explore a heart without echo in his time
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The Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca
1962

presents twenty two poems by latino poet jaime manrique in spanish and
english

Federico García Lorca, Selected Suites
2018-05-10

div in carlos rojasâ s imaginative novel the spanish poet federico garcÃ a
lorca murdered by francoist rebels in august 1936 finds himself in an inferno
that somehow resembles breughelâ s tower of babel he sits alone in a small
theater in this private hell viewing scenes from his own life performed over
and over and over unexpectedly two doppelgÃ ngers appear one a middle aged
lorca the other an irascible octogenarian self and the poet faces a
nightmarish confusion of alternative identities and destinies carlos rojas
uses a fantastic premiseâ garcÃ a lorca in hellâ to reexamine the poetâ s
life and speculate on alternatives to his tragic end rojas creates with a
surrealistâ s eye and a moral philosopherâ s mind he conjures a profoundly
original world and in so doing earns a place among such international peers
as gabriel garcÃ a mÃ rquez philip roth j m coetzee and josÃ saramago div

My Night with Federico García Lorca
2003

a look at lorca s ambivalent view of his own homosexuality as expressed
through his life and his art the restless passion and vibrant imagery of
federico garcia lorca s theatre and poetry continue to exercise a powerful
fascination long recognized as the most innovative writer of twentieth
century spain plays like blood wedding and collections of poetry such as poet
in new york are now considered amongst the artistic masterpieces of our
century this outline focuses on lorca s extraordinary creativity through the
prism of his homosexuality without ever reducing the power of that work to a
simple reading

The Ingenious Gentleman and Poet Federico Garcia
Lorca Ascends to Hell
2013-04-18

arguably the most significant literary figure of twentieth century spain
federico garcia lorca was an accomplished poet playwright lecturer musician
and theater director with the exception of cervantes no other spanish writer
has attracted more critical attention than this versatile artist in
understanding federico garcia lorca candelas newton explores lorca s literary
contributions through a critical reading of his work and an explanation of
the images and symbols he relied upon to manifest his primary themes
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Federico Garcia Lorca
1998

a study of lorca s poetic trajectory this volume is one of few surveys in
english of the whole of lorca s poetry and the first to concentrate entirely
on self consciousness a subject which it sees as central to our understanding
of the work of a poet writing in themost self conscious of literary periods
the modernist era focusing on poems which have the poet art and creativity as
their subject or which draw attention at a formal level to issues of practice
or style it shows how these poems speak for or against contemporary aesthetic
doctrine thereby revealing the extent of the poet s allegiance to it and the
positions he takes up in the process of making his own mark in the literary
field in so doing itcharts the development of a poet whose self conscious
engagement with his art offers an explanation as to why his work in the space
of little more than a decade and a half should have been so singular and
diverse federico bonaddio lectures in modern spanish studies at king s
college london

Collected Plays [of] Federico García Lorca
1976

in 1926 as a young man of 28 with a growing reputation as an oral poet
federico garcia lorca 1898 1936 toyed with the idea of proving his worth in
writing by bringing out a boxed set of three volumes of his verse because the
suites canciones and the poema del cante jondo eventually came out singly in
the case of the suites posthumously readers have not always realised that
they formed a single body of work one which lorca himself was surprised to
note has una rarisima unidad an odd unity of aims and accomplishment this is
poetry which takes up the question of desire in progressively depersonalizing
ways and shows modernism coming into being through renunciation by cutting
away the personal and the taboo lorca created a poetry that like no other in
europe stood between the avant garde and oral traditions making their
contradictions his truth roberta ann quance is senior lecturer in spanish at
queen s university belfast

Understanding Federico García Lorca
1995

this first english language edition of federico garcia lorca s selected
letters presents an intimate autobiographical record of the spanish poet from
the age of twenty to a month before his death at the hands of franco s forces
in 1936 i was born for my friends lorca wrote to melchor fernández almagro in
1926 and these letters reveal the personality his friends found so magical a
happiness a brilliance pablo neruda called him lorca was by turns sympathetic
generous demanding whimsical insecure and always lyrical over the nineteen
years covered in this selection he maintained a correspondence with his
closest friends particularly his childhood companion melchor fernández
almagro and his fellow poet jorge guillén and wrote in concentrated bursts to
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many others he could be playful with salvador dali s younger sister ana maria
deferential to composer manuel de falla lively and descriptive with his
family and exasperating to barcelona critic sebastian gasch as he poured out
literary plans and solicited favors ever impassioned but good natured with
their frequent enclosures of poems and scenes from plays the letters also
chronicle lorca s growth as an artist from self doubting romantic dilettante
to confident internationally respected playwright and poet begun at columbia
university under the aegis of lorca s brother francisco garcia lorca the
translation and selection of these letters has been made by david gershator
poet teacher and co founder of the downtown poets co op dr gershator has also
provided an informative biographical introduction

The Assassination of Federico García Lorca
1983

this bilingual edition was the first to include lorca s last poems the
previously lost sonnets of dark love it covers the full range of his poetry
from the early poems and the gypsy ballads to the agitated poet in new york
and the arab influenced gacelas and casidas also included is the lament for
sanchez mejias lorca s great elegy for his bullfighter friend as well as his
famous lecture theory and function of the duende

Federico García Lorca
2010

critical study of yerma a play by federico garcía lorca 1898 1936 spanish
poet and dramatist includes english translation of original text

In the Light of Contradiction
2017-07-05

poetic text recounts the childhood of the noted spanish poet including his
love for the nature and folklore of his native andalusia his introduction to
music and literature at home and his health problems

Federico Garcia Lorca
1973

for the first time in a quarter century a major new volume of translations of
the beloved poetry of federico garcía lorca presented in a beautiful
bilingual edition the fluid and mesmeric lines of these new translations by
the award winning poet sarah arvio bring us closer than ever to the
talismanic perfection of the great garcía lorca poet in spain invokes the
wild innate local surrealism of the spanish voice in moonlit poems of love
and death set among poplars rivers low hills and high sierras arvio s ample
and rhythmically rich offering includes among other essential works the
folkloric yet modernist gypsy ballads the plaintive flamenco poem of the
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cante jondo and the turbulent and beautiful dark love sonnets addressed to
lorca s homosexual lover which lorca was revising at the time of his brutal
political murder by fascist forces in the early days of the spanish civil war
here too are several lyrics translated into english for the first time and
the play blood wedding also a great tragic poem arvio has created a fresh
voice for lorca in english full of urgency pathos and lyricism showing the
poet s work has grown only more beautiful with the passage of time

The Assassination of Federico Garcia Lorca
1983

during the years since his death federico garcía lorca spain s best known
twentieth century poet and playwright has generally been considered a writer
of tragedy three of his major plays are fatalistic stories of suffering and
death and his poetry is filled with dread yet most of lorca s dramatic
production consists of comedies and farces throughout his poetry and prose as
well as in his most somber plays runs an undercurrent of humor dark irony and
satire that is in no way contradictory to his tragic view of life on the
contrary as virginia higginbotham demonstrates through humor lorca defines
intensifies and tries to come to terms with what he sees as the essentially
hopeless condition of humankind although lorca s comic moments and techniques
have been discussed in isolated articles the importance of humor has largely
been ignored in the fundamental studies of his work higginbotham is concerned
with lorca s total output lyric poetry tragicomedies and farces avant garde
prose and plays puppet farces and master plays she describes lorca s place in
the mainstream of the spanish theater and shows his relationship to some
relevant non spanish dramatists furthermore she discusses ways in which lorca
s work anticipates the modern theater of the absurd the result is a
comprehensive study of an important but previously ignored aspect of lorca s
work the comic spirit of federico garcía lorca includes a lorca chronology
and an extensive bibliography

Federico Garcia Lorca, His Heroines
1949

the magic of andalusia is crystallized in federico garcia lorca s first major
work poem of the deep song written in 1921 when the poet was twenty three
years old and published a decade later in this group of poems based on saetas
soleares and siguiriyas lorca captures the passionate flamenco cosmos of
andalusia s gypsies those mysterious wandering folk who gave deep song its
definitive form cante jondo deep song comes from a musical tradition that
developed among peoples who fled into the mountains in the 15th century to
escape the spanish inquisition with roots in arabic instruments sephardic
ritual byzantine liturgy native folk songs and above all the rhythms of gypsy
life deep song is characterized by intense and profound emotion fearing that
the priceless heritage of deep song might vanish from spain lorca along with
manuel de falla and other young artists hoped to preserve the artistic
treasure of an entire race in poem of the deep song the poet s own lyric
genius gives cante jondo a special kind of immortality carlos baur is the
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translator of garcia lorca s the public and play without a title two
posthumous plays and of cries from a wounded madrid poetry of the spanish
civil war he has also translated the work of henry miller and other
contemporary american writers into spanish

The Symbolic World of Federico García Lorca
1972

Federico García Lorca and the Public
1974

Selected Letters
1983

Selected poems
1992

Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca
1947

Federico Garcia Lorca
1975

Federico Garcia Lorca
2008

Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca
1939

Lorca's The Public
1974
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The Assassination of Federico García Lorca
1979

When Five Years Pass by Federico Garcia Lorca
2011

Federico García Lorca
2009

The Selected Poems of Federico García Lorca
2005

Federico Garcia Lorca
1978

Poet in Spain
2017-11-07

My Night with Federico Garcia Lorca
1997

The World of Nature in the Works of Federico García
Lorca
1980

The Comic Spirit of Federico Garcia Lorca
2014-02-19

Poem of the Deep Song
1987-10
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A Concordance to the Plays and Poems of Federico
García Lorca
1975
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